
TCSAAL Playoff Seeding & Tie-Breaker Info 2019-2020 

 

Athletic Seeding & Tie-Breaker Scenarios  

Division Ranking Procedures for Applicable Team Sports: 

• Teams are ranked within their division by virtue of the numbered criteria below. 
• For all instances where more than 2 teams are tied for a ranking, the procedure below is utilized to 

isolate a lower-ranked team (or teams if applicable). 
• For all instances where 2 or more lower-ranked teams are isolated and teams are still in 

contention for a playoff advancing position, the procedure is restarted among isolated teams 
and the process repeats as necessary. 

• For all instances where goal, run, or point-differential (set-differential for volleyball) is utilized as 
criteria, losses by virtue of forfeiture will be weighed more heavily than otherwise legitimate 
losses. 

1. Division Winning Percentage 
2. Division Losing Percentage 
3. Aggregate Head-to-Head Winning Percentage among tied teams 

a. For all instances here where 2 or more teams remain tied for the #1 division ranking, said 
teams will be recognized as Division Co-Champions for ceremonial purposes and Texas Cup 
tabulation. Said teams will still be ranked beyond these criteria as necessary for seeding. 

b. For all instances here where only 2 teams remain tied for a singular playoff-advancing 
position, a tiebreaker game will be played. 

I. For tiebreaker games, each tied team is responsible for paying $100 to TCSAAL to 
cover the expense of the tiebreaker game. If admission is charged, admission 
earnings will be applied equally to the tiebreaker fees. If there is still a balance, 
teams will cover the remaining expense. 

1. In the instance of forfeiture for a tiebreaker game, the losing team will be 
responsible for the entirety of tiebreaker fees. 

II. Hosting opportunity for the tiebreaker game will be awarded to the higher ranking 
team as determined by virtue of division ranking procedures listed herein. 

1. If the higher-ranked team is unable to secure a facility in a reasonable time 
as determined solely by TCSAAL administration, the lower-ranked team will 
then be awarded hosting opportunity. 

4. Aggregate goal, run, or point-differential (set-differential for volleyball) in head-to-head matchups 
among tied teams. 

a. For all instances here where only 2 teams remain tied for #1 division ranking, proceed to step 7 
below. 
5. If divisional #1 seed has been determined, tied teams’ aggregate head-to-head winning percentage 

versus #1 seed. 
6. If divisional #1 seed has been determined, tied teams’ aggregate goal, run, or point-differential (set-

differential for volleyball) in head-to-head matchups versus #1 seed. 
7. Overall winning percentage including TCSAAL Sanctioned non-division games. 
8. Overall losing percentage including TCSAAL Sanctioned non-division games. 
9. Overall number of wins including TCSAAL Sanctioned non-division games. 



A. For all instances here where only 2 teams remain tied for division #1 Seed, higher 
ranking will be determined by virtue of coin flip. 

 
Seed Ranking Procedures for Applicable Team Sports at the Sub-Regional and Regional playoff level: 

• NOTE: State Playoff match-ups are determined prior to the school year; However, this ranking 
procedure may be used to designate premier facilities and/or start times for state tournaments. 

• Teams are ranked within their sub-region or region by virtue of the numbered criteria below. 
• For all instances where more than 2 teams are tied for a ranking, the procedure below is utilized to 

isolate a lower-ranked team (or teams if applicable). 
• For all instances where 2 or more lower-ranked teams are isolated, the procedure is 

restarted among isolated teams and the process repeats as necessary. 
• For all instances where goal, run, or point-differential (set-differential for volleyball) is 

utilized as criteria, losses by virtue of forfeiture will be weighed more heavily than otherwise 
legitimate losses. 

• All division #1 Seeds are ranked among each other and are awarded the top half of bracket 
seeds. 

• Exception: For any advancing division #1 Seed from a division consisting of only two 
teams, said division #1 Seed may be moved down in rank to ensure division 
opponents can be placed on opposite bracket halves. 

• All division #2 Seeds are first isolated to the opposite bracket half of their Division #1 Seed. 
• Division #2 Seeds are then ranked among each other within their respective bracket-half 

among the remaining seeds by virtue of the criteria and procedure detailed below. 
1. Division Winning Percentage 
2. Division Losing Percentage 
3. If tied teams have played an equal number of head-to-head TCSAAL Sanctioned non-division games, 

teams will be ranked by virtue of aggregate head-to-head winning percentage among tied teams. 
4. If tied teams have played an equal number of head-to-head TCSAAL Sanctioned non-division games, 

teams will be ranked by virtue of aggregate goal, run, or point-differential (set-differential for 
volleyball) among tied teams. 

5. Overall winning percentage including TCSAAL Sanctioned non-division games. 
6. Overall losing percentage including TCSAAL Sanctioned non-division games. 
a. For all instances here where Division #1 Seeds are still tied with 100% overall winning 
percentage and 0% overall losing percentage including TCSAAL Sanctioned non-division games, Division 
#1 seeds will be drawn randomly for their respective bracket position. 
b. For all remaining instances here, tied teams will be drawn randomly for their respective bracket 
position.  

 


